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Abstract
This article proposes a pictorial representation of a generalized model for a human with an
exoskeleton. This model is useful for comparing control techniques and allows identifying the sensor
and actuator requirements for a particular control algorithm. Moreover, the pictorial model displays
the control algorithms in block diagrams showing the details of these algorithms. In order to show the
utility of this model, the following four control schemes are compared: 1) Kazerooni's algorithm, 2)
BLEEX’s algorithm, 3) technique inspired by fictitious gain, and 4) Force control with velocity and
position feedback. The hardware and software requirements for these control algorithms are also
discussed.
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1. Introduction
There is a growing interest in the area of human-robot interactions[1]–[3], which are of two
types: 1) Teleoperation, where mechanical forces between humans and robot arms are not exchanged;
and 2) Human-exoskeleton interaction, where the robot and the human arms produce reaction forces
on each other. This article is focused on the second kind of interaction, where the human and
exoskeleton are in contact all the time. The exoskeletons, also called in this document as force
augmenting devices (FADs), can be used in various applications ranging from active prosthetics,
material handling, military, space research, etc. [4]–[8]. Since the FADs are always in contact with the
human, the stability analysis of their control algorithms is of extreme importance.
In the process of designing and building of an exoskeleton several control algorithms, applied to
this system, are compared in order to select the one producing the best performance. Moreover, the
actuators and sensors of the exoskeleton, that are compatible with those control techniques, need to be
identified. In this article, a pictorial representation of any FAD is presented, which allows identifying
the sensors and actuators required for a specific control technique. This representation permits
comparing four control schemes, whose hardware and software requirements are also found. These
control methodologies are the following: 1) Kazerooni's algorithm [6], 2) BLEEX’s algorithm [7], 3)
technique inspired by fictitious gain [8], and 4) Force control with velocity and position feedback [9].
Next section presents the proposed generalized human-FAD interaction model, and the four control
schemes applied to it are studied and compared in Sections 2 to 5.
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2. General representation of a Human-Robot interaction

Figure 1. Block diagram showing a general scheme of Human-Robot interaction.
Figure 1 shows a block diagram depicting a human arm (HA) - force augmenting device (FAD)
interaction, where two controllers work in parallel, one consists in the Central nervous system of a
human and another operates the actuator of the FAD. The human operator generates the desired
trajectory and exerts torques that permits the FAD to follow the desired trajectories closely. The
electronics in the exoskeleton measures the human interaction with sensors and provides low
mechanical impedance in the human’s desired trajectory with the help of actuators [9].
The blocks: Central nervous system (CNS), Reflexes, Muscles and Endoskeleton represent the
dynamics associated with the human arm movement. The CNS performs the Coordinate
transformation, the Trajectory planning, and the Motor command generation [10]–[12]. Hence the
CNS generates the desired trajectory and passes the information to the spinal cord. A closed-loop
feedback control is executed by the reflexes in the spinal cord in order to move the arms, whose
trajectory mimics the desired human arm trajectory as closely as possible [13], [14].
The difference between the human arm position  endo and the exoskeleton arm position  exo
causes a force, which is written as Frexo   Frendo  E (endo  exo ) , where Frexo and Frendo are the
reaction force generated on the exoskeleton and the human arm respectively. The term E (.) is a
nonlinear function, which maps the difference between  endo and  exo to Frexo and Frendo . The reaction
torque experienced by the human arm  rendo and exoskeleton arm  rexo is given by  rendo  C1Frendo
and  rexo  C2 Frexo , respectively, where C1 and C2 are positive constants. Moreover,  M is the torque
exerted by the muscles,  A is the torque produced by the exoskeleton’s actuators. Usually the
objective of the control algorithms is to generate  A proportional to  M . The constant K A is an
amplification factor. In other words, the FAD amplifies the muscle power by a factor of K A . If a
value of K A  1 is selected, the FAD attenuates the torque exerted by the human muscle through the
production of an opposite torque. It is worth mentioning that FADs with K A  1 are used in
rehabilitation robots [15].
Figure 1 does not show the implementation of the controller of the FAD. In the next section four
control algorithms for the FAD are implemented and added to the model presented in Figure 1. The
difference between them and their hardware requirements will be identified.
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3. Control schemes
3.1 Kazerooni's algorithm

Figure 2: Block diagram showing Kazerooni’s algorithm applied to Human-FAD interaction.
Figure 2 depicts the control scheme presented by Kazerooni in [16], where the author uses linear
dynamic models to represent the dynamics of the CNS, endoskeleton, and function E (.) . Author
assumes that K h and K are linear dynamic systems. Through this control scheme, the velocity of the
exoskeleton arm is controlled. The difference between the human arm position and the exoskeleton
one causes a velocity in the exoskeleton arm that allows cancelling this difference in position. Signal
Frexo is measured by means a force sensor, and the exoskeleton arm position remains stationary in the
case that the user is having no interaction with the force sensor.
In Figure 2 it can be observed that the controller requires two inputs, one is the velocity of the
exoskeleton arm and the other input comes from the HA-FAD interaction force. Hence a force sensor
and an encoder or a tachogenerator is required.
3.2 BLEEX (Berkeley Robotics & Human Engineering Laboratory) Algorithm

Figure 3: Block diagram showing BLEEX algorithm applied to Human-FAD interaction.
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Figure 3 shows the BLEEX control scheme proposed in [17], [18], which does not use any force
sensor. A positive feedback loop is used to increase the sensitivity of the FAD to external
disturbances. The controller C ( s ) is given by C (s)  (1   )G( s) , where G ( s ) is the exoskeleton
dynamics and  is an augmentation factor. Signal  rexo introduces external disturbances into the
positive feedback system. Due to the high sensitivity of the FAD controller towards external
disturbances, the exoskeleton arm follows the human arm. It is important to mention that the design of
the controller needs the knowledge of an accurate model of the actuator and the inverse model of the
exoskeleton arm.
From Figure 3 it can be observed that the controller uses only one feedback loop. This controller
estimates the torque exerted by the HA-FAD interaction by computing the perturbations in the
exoskeleton velocity. This helps us to identify that the actuator should be bidirectional, i.e. its position
should be sensitive to both the torque from the actuator and the force from the HA-FAD interaction.
Actuators based on ball-screw mechanisms are not bidirectional, hence they should be avoided.
3.3 Algorithm inspired by fictitious gain

Figure 4. Block diagram showing the algorithm inspired by fictitious gain applied to Human-FAD
interaction.
Figure 4 shows a control scheme, inspired by a fictitious gain, presented in [19]. This control
scheme needs a positive feedback, which consist in the sum of the torques exerted by the muscles and
the actuator. As the algorithm mentioned in the previous subsection, the actuator inverse dynamics is
employed by the controller. The torque exerted by the muscles can be estimated by an
Electromyography (EMG) sensor, a muscle hardness sensor, or a muscle fiber expansion sensor. Since
this control scheme uses a positive feedback, the closed-loop sensitivity of the torque exerted by the
muscles, is high. The author of this algorithm also proposes a methodology for adapting this algorithm
to users that suffer tremors.
From Figure 4, it can be shown that the controller receives information from the torque exerted
by muscles, hence a sensor connected to muscle is required.
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3.4 Force control with velocity and position feedback

Figure 4. Block diagram showing the force control algorithm with position and velocity feedback
applied to Human-FAD interaction.
In this control scheme, presented in [9], authors use a linear model for the CNS, spinal cord,
muscles and endoskeleton human arm; and E (.) is approximated as a constant. The actuator
dynamics is ignored by introducing its inverse dynamics into the controller, which provides an
amplifying effect of  rexo . The actuator does not provide any torque while the human arm is released,
which will bring the exoskeleton to the equilibrium point. Additionally, the controller provides a
velocity and position feedback for obtaining the desired performance under no human contact. This
control scheme is similar to the Kazerooni’s control scheme with a position feedback. It is worth
mentioning that the authors of [20] present a methodology to calculate the upper-limit of the
augmentation factor. It is observed that the human-FAD interaction would be stable for any value of
the augmentation factor if the internal delay of the human reflex action is zero.
From Figure 5, it can be observed that controller requires three sensors, which are position,
velocity and force sensors.
3.4 Comparison between the controllers
Table 1 presents a comparison between the four control schemes aforementioned. It is worth
mentioning that all these controllers guarantee closed-loop stability, and their proofs are omitted and
can be found in the corresponding references.
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Table 1. Comparison between the four control algorithms under study
Kazerooni's
algorithm

BLEEX’s
algorithm

Sensors used

Force sensor

Encoder or
tachogenerator
None

Disadvantages
with sensors

Since the
exoskeleton may
make contact at
various points,
placing a force
sensor is tricky.

Control
algorithm
complexity

Easy to
implement

Difficult:
1. The model should
be accurate.
2. Parameters should
be estimated
accurately.
3. Controller should
implement the
inverse dynamics

Limitations of
the control
scheme

Users do not
experience part
of the load that
they are handling
when the
exoskeleton arm
is stationary

1. Stability is not
guaranteed.
2. The algorithm may
not differentiate
between
perturbations caused
by human and
external sources.

Algorithm
inspired by
fictitious gain
Electromyography
(EMG) sensor
1. Placing EMG
sensor is difficult.
2. Processing
EMG signal is
difficult compared
to processing a
force sensor
signal.
3. Calibrating
EMG sensor is
time-consuming
Difficult to
implement:
1. Parameters
should be
estimated
accurately.
2. Controller
should implement
the inverse
dynamics
There is a
limitation on the
mass of the
exoskeleton
structure.

Force control
with velocity and
position feedback
Force sensor
Since the
exoskeleton may
make contact at
various points,
placing a force
sensor is tricky.

Easy to
implement

Requires position,
velocity, and
interaction force
feedback.

4. Conclusions
A generalized model of human-robot interaction is proposed, which is used for comparing the
following control schemes of exoskeletons: a) Kazerooni's algorithm, 2) BLEEX’s algorithm, 3)
technique inspired by fictitious gain, and 4) Force control with velocity and position feedback. By
comparing these algorithms, it is concluded that using a force or an Electromyography (EMG) sensor
is a good option to get stable interaction between the human and the exoskeletons. Moreover, it is
shown that a EMG sensor can be replaced by a muscle hardness sensor or a muscle fiber expansion
sensor. Finally, a stable operation of the exoskeleton, used by a person suffering from tremor, is
guaranteed if the controller contains filters.
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